
 

 

TRAVEL INFLUENCERS TO FOLLOW 

While specific income figures are often kept private, these travel influencers have undoubtedly amassed 

considerable wealth through various revenue streams, including sponsored content, brand partnerships, 

affiliate marketing, and product endorsements. What sets them apart is not only their financial success 

but also their exceptional talent, unique perspectives, and captivating content. 

 

1. Louis Cole, also known as @funforlouis, stands out for his adventurous spirit and engaging vlogs, 

which have garnered millions of views and a devoted following. His authenticity and relatability 

resonate with audiences worldwide, contributing to his success both as a content creator and a 

businessman. While exact earnings are undisclosed, his influence has undoubtedly translated 

into significant financial opportunities. 

 

2. Murad Osmann, the creative force behind @muradosmann, has leveraged his iconic "Follow Me 

To" photo series to become one of the most recognizable names in the travel influencer sphere. 

His visually stunning imagery and romantic storytelling have earned him widespread acclaim and 

lucrative brand collaborations. While precise earnings remain undisclosed, Murad's ability to 

evoke wanderlust and emotion through his photography has undoubtedly contributed to his 

financial success. 

 

3. Nas Daily, founded by Nas (Nuseir Yassin), has achieved remarkable success with its one-minute 

videos documenting Nas' travels and global experiences. His unique storytelling approach and 

knack for engaging content have attracted millions of followers and lucrative partnerships with 

brands seeking to reach his diverse audience. While specific earnings are undisclosed, Nas' 

impact as a travel influencer and social media entrepreneur is undeniable. 

 

4. The Bucket List Family, comprised of Garrett, Jessica, Dorothy, Manilla, and Calihan, have 

captivated audiences with their adventurous lifestyle and heartwarming family dynamics. Their 

relatable content and positive message resonate with followers, translating into significant 

opportunities for brand partnerships, sponsored content, and media appearances. While exact 



earnings are undisclosed, the family's ability to inspire and uplift through their travels has 

undoubtedly contributed to their financial success. 

 

5. Kiersten Rich, also known as @theblondeabroad, has established herself as a leading authority 

on solo female travel, empowering women to explore the world independently. Her vibrant 

Instagram feed, informative blog, and engaging content have attracted a loyal following and 

lucrative partnerships with travel brands and tourism boards. While specific earnings are 

undisclosed, Kiersten's influence and expertise in the travel space have undoubtedly translated 

into significant financial opportunities. 

 

6. Jack Morris (@doyoutravel) and Lauren Bullen (@gypsea_lust) have achieved widespread 

acclaim for their stunning photography and luxurious travel lifestyle. Their visually immersive 

content and aspirational aesthetic have earned them millions of followers and lucrative brand 

partnerships with top-tier companies. While precise earnings are undisclosed, Jack and Lauren's 

ability to create visually captivating content has undoubtedly contributed to their financial 

success. 

 

7. Chris Burkard (@chrisburkard) has established himself as one of the most renowned adventure 

photographers in the world, with his breathtaking images of remote landscapes and outdoor 

expeditions. His work has been featured in leading publications and exhibitions, earning him 

widespread acclaim and lucrative commercial opportunities. While specific earnings are 

undisclosed, Chris' talent and influence in the photography and adventure travel spheres have 

undoubtedly translated into significant financial success. 

 

8. Jorden Tually (@jordentually) has garnered attention for his visually striking Instagram feed and 

insightful reflections on life and travel. His engaging content and genuine authenticity have 

attracted a dedicated following and opportunities for brand collaborations and sponsored 

content. While exact earnings are undisclosed, Jorden's ability to connect with audiences 

through his content has undoubtedly contributed to his financial success. 

 

9. Shivya Nath (@shivya) is renowned for her advocacy of sustainable and responsible travel, 

inspiring others to explore the world mindfully. Her thoughtful storytelling and commitment to 

ethical travel practices have earned her a loyal following and opportunities for brand 

partnerships and speaking engagements. While specific earnings are undisclosed, Shivya's 

influence and expertise in sustainable travel have undoubtedly translated into significant 

financial opportunities. 

 

10. Drew Binsky (@drewbinsky) has gained recognition for his mission to visit every country in the 

world, documenting his adventures and cultural insights through engaging videos and posts. His 

curiosity and passion for exploration have attracted a global audience and opportunities for 

brand partnerships and media collaborations. While precise earnings are undisclosed, Drew's 

dedication to travel and storytelling has undoubtedly contributed to his financial success. 



 

In conclusion, while specific income figures are often undisclosed, these travel influencers have 

undoubtedly achieved significant financial success through their talent, creativity, and dedication to 

their craft. Whether through captivating content, engaging storytelling, or inspirational messages, they 

continue to inspire audiences worldwide while leveraging their influence to secure lucrative 

opportunities within the travel industry and beyond. 


